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Abstract
This is the final report of a one-year, Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) project at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). The objectives of this project were to develop models of the spread of pathogens, such as HIV-1 and influenza, in humans, and then to use the models to address the possibility of designing appropriate drug therapies that may limit the ability of the pathogen to escape treatment by mutating into a drug resistant form. We have developed a model of drug-resistance to amantidine and rimantadine, the two major antiviral drugs used to treat influenza, and have used the model to suggest treatment strategies during an epidemic.

Background and Research Objectives

Pathogens that can grow rapidly and mutate into drug resistant forms pose a serious health threat to the US and the world-wide population. In the case of HIV-1, potent new drugs are being developed, which if applied appropriately, may be able to eradicate the virus. In the case of influenza, two antiviral drugs, amantadine and rimantadine are currently available and in limited use. Influenza is one of the world's greatest killers. In a normal flu season between 20,000 and 40,000 deaths in the US are attributable to influenza infection. In the 1918--1919 pandemic, over 21 million people world-wide died. The use of anti-viral drugs should be able to prevent such large numbers of deaths if another pandemic strikes.

Drug treatment during influenza virus infection has been associated with the emergence of drug resistant viruses. Individuals infected with influenza shed resistant viruses two to five days into treatment with the antiviral drugs amantadine and rimantadine. The impact of the emergence of drug-resistant viruses and the likelihood of their transmission is unknown. Since in most circumstances the benefits of drug prophylaxis and therapy outweigh the risks of drug-resistant influenza viruses emerging, drug treatment is one considered way of providing prevention and therapy of influenza infections.

∗ Principal Investigator, Email: asp@t10.lanl.gov
The health significance of the emergence of drug-resistant viruses needs to be addressed before large-scale treatment programs are begun, as for example might occur in a major outbreak or pandemic. One needs to determine strategies for treatment that would keep emergence of drug-resistant viruses at reasonably low levels. At the same time, a good strategy should still allow prevention and treatment of infected individuals to a reasonable extent.

Importance to LANL's Science and Technology Base and National R&D Needs

The Laboratory has a core competency in *Bioscience and Biotechnology*, which includes capabilities in theoretical and computational biology. In addition, there are now growing national concerns about the use of biological agents for terrorist activities as well as in warfare. The work that we have embarked on may be of great significance to both of these programs. It enhances our basic modeling strengths, as part of our core competency, and it enhances our ability to deal with biological threats. Influenza, besides its potential use as a biological agent in germ-warfare, can be used as a model for the spread of other highly contagious, airborne pathogens. The information that we gain from modeling influenza spread and therapy may be applicable to a variety of other infectious agents that could be released into populations by terrorists or as part of germ warfare.

Scientific Approach and Accomplishments

Antiviral treatment with amantadine and rimantadine has been associated with the emergence of drug-resistant influenza A viruses [1 - 3]. Such variants are fully resistant to the selective antiviral effects of clinically observable drug concentrations [4]. Furthermore, in animal models of influenza the prophylactic activity of amantadine and rimantadine are completely lost when animals are exposed to resistant virus. Drug-treated persons infected with influenza may shed resistant viruses within two to five days of starting treatment [1, 3]. The impact of the emergence of drug-resistant viruses and the likelihood of their transmission are incompletely defined, although transmission of such variants has been associated with failures of drug prophylaxis and therapy in households and nursing homes [1 - 3, 5]. In most circumstances the benefits of drug prophylaxis and therapy appear to outweigh the risks of drug resistance emergence [4].
The epidemiologic significance of the emergence of drug-resistant viruses needs to be addressed before recommendations for large-scale drug-administration programs are made. One needs to determine strategies for treatment that would keep emergence of drug-resistant viruses at reasonably low levels and minimize the deleterious effects of such viral variants. If possible, such strategies should still allow prevention of illness and treatment of ill patients to take maximal advantage of the proven prophylactic and therapeutic activities of these antiviral agents.

We have developed a mathematical model that describes the effects of drug resistance on the transmission dynamics of an influenza epidemic/outbreak in a closed population. Using the model, several drug administration strategies have been considered and evaluated with respect to the degree to which the drug treatment and/or prophylaxis impacts on the emergence of drug resistance. The influence of prior influenza immunization on estimating the protective effect of the drug has also been addressed.

**Modeling an Outbreak**

Strategies for administering antiviral therapy during an influenza epidemic have been studied by modeling the epidemic using a susceptible-infective-removed (SIR) model in which the total population remains constant and is homogeneously mixed. The assumption of a constant population is reasonable if the infection spreads quickly through the population, which is the case in an influenza epidemic. Further, we have assumed that deaths and the time between exposure and the beginning of infectiousness are negligible. Also, we have ignored high-risk groups. To demonstrate the validity of the model we have fit data from a previous influenza outbreak that occurred in a single wave [6].

The best example of modeling an influenza epidemic in a closed population is the situation of a school or a nursing home where the susceptibles can be assumed to represent an “idealized” closed population. For that purpose we employed the data of an influenza A epidemic that took place from January 15 to February 15, 1978 in a boarding school [6]. We modeled the influenza epidemic with a simple but conceptually new SIR model where, in contrast to the classical SIR approach, we distinguished between two classes of infected and therefore infective individuals: infected asymptomatic individuals (subclinical infections) and infected individuals developing clinical symptoms (illness). The reason we made this distinction between infecteds is that there are likely differences in disease transmission between these subgroups. In addition, studies conducted to determine the effects of the use of amantadine prophylaxis on influenza infections [7-11] indicate that subclinical infections accounted for approximately one-third of infections.
Since not every infection leads to illness and prophylaxis raises the probability of having a subclinical infection [7-11], therapy and/or prophylaxis cause a redistribution of individuals among the groups of infecteds. An infected individual with clinical symptoms sheds more virus than an individual with a subclinical infection. On the other hand, infected individuals having clinical symptoms may show reduced viral transmissibility if they are sufficiently ill to be confined to bed. Hence, the magnitude of the difference between the two transmission rates depends on factors like age, severity of illness, social behavior, and design of living quarters (e.g. common rooms, shared bedrooms). Although the splitting of infected individuals into two classes might be in some cases redundant from the dynamic point of view, it is reasonable to keep this distinction on biological grounds and it is useful in analyzing the effects of drug treatment.

As in the standard SIR model we also considered a class of uninfected susceptible individuals and a class of the infecteds who recover from either subclinical or clinical infections during the epidemic. Transmission of infection results from contacts of the susceptible population with any of the above classes of infected individuals. Infection of a susceptible initially leads to subclinical infection (incubation period). Subclinically infected individuals either develop clinical symptoms and then recover or recover before developing clinical symptoms. Transition from the asymptomatic-infected to the clinically-infected stage occurs for individuals who do not recover before developing clinical symptoms. All infecteds, whether subclinically infected or with symptoms, eventually recover from infection.

We assumed that the epidemic starts in a closed population of susceptibles with the introduction of a few infected individuals that show clinical symptoms; the subclinical cases which might precede the sick ones are not detectable. Since the epidemic we modeled spread within the school population [6], the basic reproduction number, i.e., the number of secondary cases caused during the epidemic by an infected individual in a completely susceptible population, was above its critical value of one.

**Modeling Effects of Drug Administration**

The model we developed is considerably more complex than the standard SIR model, because we considered the effects of drug given either prophylactically, i.e., before infection occurs, or as a treatment, i.e., after infection has occurred, and the generation of drug-resistant viral variants. Thus, the model depicted in Fig. 1 considered the following populations: susceptibles (S), susceptibles taking drug prophylactically (SP), infected-untreated (IU), infected-untreated developing clinical symptoms (IUS), infected-untreated asymptomatic shedding drug resistant virus (IUR), infected-untreated with clinical
symptoms shedding drug resistant virus (IUSR), infected-treated (IT), infected-treated developing clinical symptoms (ITS), infected-treated asymptomatic shedding drug resistant virus (ITR), and infected-treated with clinical symptoms shedding resistant virus, (ITSR).

In surveys of influenza A virus isolates recovered from untreated patients, less than 1% have been drug-resistant [12]. Although such viruses might represent naturally resistant variants, we assumed that resistant influenza variants are not present at the time the epidemic is recognized. The existence of naturally resistant variants can be easily included in the model by using a positive value for the initial condition of the IUR group.

Identification of an epidemic typically occurs when about 1-5% of the considered population has been infected. Drug-resistant viruses emerge rapidly after the beginning of treatment (2-5 days) [1, 3]. Hence, we modeled the epidemic as a continuous process starting at the time when 1-5% of the population was infected and illness was detected. We also assumed that treatment and/or prophylaxis can begin at this time point.

Transmission of infection is assumed to occur with a rate $\beta$, and results from contacts of the susceptible population, whether taking prophylaxis or not, with any of the above classes of infected individuals. Infection of a susceptible initially leads to subclinical infection (incubation period). Subclinically infected individuals either develop clinical symptoms and then recover or recover before developing clinical symptoms. Transition from the asymptomatic-infected to the clinically-infected stage is assumed to occur with a rate $\delta$. All infecteds, whether subclinically infected or with symptoms, recover with some rate $\gamma$. The rate of development of drug resistance is $\kappa$. Finally, the rate of receiving treatment and/or prophylaxis is $\theta$ (see Fig. 1).

The transmission rate between a susceptible and an IUS individual is much higher than that of a susceptible and an IU person. Susceptibles are assumed to get infected by IU individuals with the same rate as by IUR and ITR individuals (i.e. in those shedding resistant virus, drug treatment does not prolong or reduce viral replication compared to no treatment and resistant virus is assumed to be as infective as wild type virus).

Drug treatment reduces disease severity and the probability of transmitting the wild type disease. We assumed that the reduction of infectivity, and therefore the risk of infection, in an encounter of a susceptible with an IT is about 60-70% of that of an encounter with an IU person. The reduction of infectivity, and therefore the risk of clinical infection, in an encounter of a susceptible with an ITS person is assumed to be about 90% of that of an encounter with an IUS person. This is based on the observed antiviral effects of drug treatment in ill adults [13] and the reduced number of secondary cases due to
household contacts when ill index cases are given drug treatment [14]. These estimates, however, account for the situation of an epidemic where variable degrees of prior immunity exist. In a pandemic, due to no prior immunity, the corresponding estimates are probably lower.

Once drug resistance develops, treatment has little effect. Therefore, we assumed that there is no difference in transmission through contacts between susceptibles and infecteds with clinical symptoms shedding resistant virus whether treated (ITSR) or not (IUSR). Further, we assumed resistant virus is transmitted as easily as wild type virus. These assumptions are based on direct observations in experimental avian influenza [15].

Prophylaxis is assumed to reduce the susceptibility of contacts [6-11]. The transmission rate of IU individuals to an SP individual, is about 2/3 of the corresponding rate to a susceptible who does not take prophylaxis. This assumption is based on results of amantadine prophylaxis studies during pandemic influenza [7-11]. The corresponding value for the case of an epidemic, due to some degree of prior immunity, is assumed to be lower (by about 1/3). Furthermore, the reduction of transmission from IUS to SP individuals is expected to be larger (say, 60-70% reduction for a pandemic and 90% reduction for an epidemic). The same assumption applies for ITS individuals having contacts with SP individuals. The probability that an IT or an ITS persons can infect an SP is assumed to be very small (0.1 and 0.01 relative infectivity of the wild type during treatment/prophylaxis compared with that without drug intervention during an epidemic). SP individuals who encounter ITR and IUR individuals are assumed to be minimally protected and have the same transmission rates as their counterparts that do not take prophylaxis. In the cases of ITSR or IUSR persons these rates are also the same as the corresponding ones from the subclinical cases.

The above estimates about the transmission rates come from several studies conducted during influenza outbreak situations where treatment and emergence of drug resistant strains were observed [1-4]. Despite the fact that the prophylactic efficacy of amantadine against infection ranges between 19% and 52% in pandemics [7-11], most studies deal with populations that have been naturally infected with related viruses or immunized prior to the epidemic. Under those circumstances the prophylactic efficacy for preventing infection or illness are higher. Consequently, we have assumed that an SP individual who encounters an IU, IUS, IT or ITS individual is better protected than in the estimates of the studies derived from prophylaxis during pandemics.

We have also employed a second set of transmission rates which supports the assumption that drug-resistant influenza strains developed during treatment or transmitted to susceptibles from infecteds under treatment are less infectious than the wild type.
influenza virus. Therefore, susceptibility and infectivity between susceptible and infected individuals is lowered significantly for resistant strains. Infectivity among infecteds that shed resistant virus (IUR, IUSR, ITR, ITSR) and have contacts with susceptible or SP persons is assumed to be reduced by 90% in both cases, which corresponds to the infectivity level of subclinical infection with the wild type virus (in the case of IUSR and ITSR persons) or 10-fold less (in the case of IUR, ITR persons).

The recovery rate of infected individuals appears to be the same for illness due to wild type and drug-resistant virus [1, 16]. Further, we have assumed that drug treatment does not enhance recovery of individuals shedding resistant virus. In individuals showing clinical symptoms these rates may be slightly different since those infecteds who shed drug-resistant virus, whether treated or not, may have a longer infectivity period [16, 17]. Infected individuals that have been treated are expected to recover faster. Individuals with clinical symptoms have a lower recovery rate than asymptomatic infecteds. This assumption does not take into account that infecteds with clinical symptoms are to some degree isolated since they feel poorly and tend to avoid contacts with susceptibles and/or susceptibles are more careful in their behavior to them. Thus, one could argue that it is more likely that their average period of infectivity (in the sense of removal from the population that transmits the disease) is shorter or almost the same as that of untreated infecteds. This behavior is probably outweighed by their higher infectivity due to higher viral loads and presence of symptoms.

The rates with which IU, IUR, IT and ITR individuals develop clinical symptoms are assumed to relate to each other such as treatment slows down the appearance of clinical symptoms (e.g. IT individuals become ITS with a much lower rate than IU become IUS). In untreated persons infected with wild type or resistant viruses and treated individuals shedding resistant virus, the development of symptoms occurs at the same rate.

Drug-resistant variants of influenza occur at very low levels in untreated populations. Thus, we have ignored the spontaneous generation of drug-resistant variants in untreated individuals during the course of a single outbreak. However, following treatment resistance is observed to develop. In the absence of clinical symptoms, we have assumed there is less viral replication and hence less of a chance of resistance developing.

**Drug Interventions**

Drug administration strategies can be subdivided into treatment of infected individuals or prophylaxis of susceptibles, or both. Further, treatment can be administered at some average rate during the epidemic or instantaneously at a certain time point. The latter would seem to apply only for cases of small populations, e.g., schools, nursing
homes or hospitals, where rapid drug distribution to susceptible and infected individuals might be possible.

Drug administration strategies have been modeled by removal rates from one class to another. Susceptibles can receive prophylaxis with some daily rate. This rate may be time dependent and/or a function of the number of infected individuals available. Infected individuals, who shed drug resistant virus (IUR) or not (IU), upon treatment are removed from their class and put in the class of infected-treated individuals with some rate. Obviously, treatment of an infected person (I) is possible only if their subclinical infective status is detected or if prophylaxis is given. IUS and IUSR individuals are also assumed to be treated with a rate that can be different for each of these groups. Although IUSR individuals will probably not respond to treatment, they are assumed to receive treatment because, they are not recognized prospectively as shedding resistant virus.

**Simple Epidemic Model**

Our basic model considered a single wave of an influenza epidemic in a closed population without deaths of infecteds. This model is based on a reported epidemic in a boarding school with 578 boys [6]. During the 30 day epidemic, 166 boys (28.7% of total student number) developed influenza illness. The average length of fever or other symptoms was 4 days. The number of subclinical infections was unknown. At day seven of the epidemic, 31 non-ill boys (5.4% of total student population) received amantadine prophylaxis. No investigation was conducted with respect to the question of development of drug resistant influenza strains.

The boys had been immunized with an influenza vaccine that was antigenically different from the epidemic virus, and therefore it failed to prevent the epidemic [6]. Since our intention was to develop models useful in pandemic situations, we did not include in our model the possible effect of immunization. Thus, to examine this outbreak we make some modifications. The number of infecteds developing illness in influenza epidemics varies between 20% and 75%. There is also a variable fraction of immune (nonsusceptible) persons in the population. We assumed that about 220 (38%) of the 578 boys were totally immune to the influenza virus and therefore they were not affected during the epidemic. The remaining 378 boys formed our pool of susceptibles. This number of immunes is in line with the levels of immunity observed in a second report where amantadine was again used during an influenza outbreak in the year 1980 in the same school [18]. Further, this number gave the best fit for our data and lies within the estimates of possible immunes within a population.
In order to fit the data, we assumed that an average of 50% become sick with clinical symptoms (and the remaining 50% to be subclinically infected). The ratio between the transmission rates of subclinically infected and clinically infected is assumed to be 1:10. We fit the data assuming that prophylaxis is given to 31 boys starting at day 7. According to the data, 24 boys (4.15% of total student population) showed clinical symptoms at that day. Fig. 2 shows the close agreement between our model and the data obtained during this outbreak.

**Epidemic with Treatment**

In order to model the effects of drug administration in the above typical epidemic described in Figure 2, we introduced treatment at day 7, as was originally done [6], and followed the epidemic for 30 days. We compared the number of infecteds showing clinical symptoms with the typical epidemic described above (but without any intervention). The following three treatment and prophylaxis strategies were considered: 1) treatment of infected individuals showing clinical symptoms only; 2) prophylaxis of all susceptible individuals not having been infected by day seven; 3) treatment for infecteds as under 1) and strategy prophylaxis for all susceptibles as under 2).

**Strategy 1:** One plausible approach is treatment only of infecteds with clinical symptoms. We choose a per capita treatment rate of 0.5/day for IUS, IUSR individuals, which implies that the time to treat half the population is 1.4 days. With this treatment rate there is a damping and at the same time a prolongation of the epidemic. The total number of infecteds with or without clinical symptoms remains almost the same as in the case without treatment. Figure 3a shows that after the introduction of treatment the fraction of ITS individuals (dotted line) continues to increase for about 5 days and then declines. This would reduce the epidemic significantly if no resistance developed. The model however predicts the initiation of a second epidemic caused by drug-resistant variants that emerge from the treatment of the infecteds (dashed line Fig. 3a). The emergence of resistant virus is responsible for the prolongation of the epidemic. The fraction of the infecteds with clinical symptoms who shed resistant virus after 30 days is 47.7% of the total number of sick individuals. The fraction of sick individuals is 49.2% of the initial susceptible population. Thus, under the assumption of equal infectivity between wild type and drug-resistant virus, the model predicts larger numbers of infecteds with drug-resistant virus than have been observed.

Since the estimate of the drug efficacy during influenza epidemics is not precise, we also simulated the model with a second set of parameters that includes a reduction of 90% in infectivity of drug-resistant influenza strains transmitted from infected individuals that
carry those strains. The results in Fig. 4a show that following the same treatment strategy there is a difference in the dynamic behavior of the infected population. The fraction of infecteds shedding resistant virus is now much lower (29.9%) of the total number of ill individuals after 30 days. The fraction of ill individuals themselves is now lower, 41.1% of the initial number of susceptibles. The total number of infecteds is also reduced. This indicates that by assuming a reduction in the infectivity of drug-resistant strains there is benefit in treating only infecteds.

**Strategy 2:** Another simple strategy is to give prophylaxis to all susceptibles who have not yet been infected, that is, mass chemoprophylaxis for outbreak control. The distribution of the drug in our model is assumed to occur within a day. Prophylaxis is initiated at day seven. Figure 3b shows that after a day the fraction of infected ill individuals goes down rapidly but again we predict emergence of resistant virus caused now by the individuals taking prophylaxis. The epidemic is predicted to last significantly longer than if no prophylaxis were given.

The number of infected ill individuals is after 30 days a bit lower than under strategy 1. Yet, one has to take into account that the second epidemic wave caused by the drug-resistant variants is at day 30 still ongoing (Fig. 3b).

The assumption that there is no reduction in infectivity for drug-resistant virus allows the transmissibility to remain as high as before the initiation of prophylaxis for this group and this causes the second wave of the epidemic. Thus the model predicts that with prophylaxis the epidemic runs longer. However, the predicted observations shown in Fig. 3b do not correlate with published experiences in using this strategy of mass chemoprophylaxis (with or without treatment of ill persons). Termination of the outbreak is usually found and the number of clinical prophylaxis failures is usually very low, even in studies reporting the emergence of resistant variants [2, 3, 5]. In such circumstances, clinical influenza has developed in 4 - 10% of patients receiving prophylaxis and proven prophylaxis failures due to resistant virus has occurred in 2 - 3% of prophylaxis recipients.

If we re-examine this scenario with a decrease of 90% in infectivity of drug-resistant strains, the model predicts a fast damping of the epidemic with a small fraction of cases where infecteds shed drug resistant virus (Fig. 4b). The ill infecteds decline one day after the introduction of prophylaxis and after 20 days of the initiation of the epidemic there is almost no infected person. About 89.9% of the persons who received prophylaxis at day seven remain uninfected at day 30. Only 14.8% of the initial susceptible population became ill. Moreover, the total number of infecteds with clinical symptoms having been infected during the period of 30 days is only about 29.9% of the cases in the original epidemic and the epidemic passes very fast. Cases of infected individuals that shed
resistant virus make only 3.8% of the total number of ill individuals. These predictions are in line with the observations of the studies mentioned above.

Thus, if infectivity of drug-resistant variants is lower than that of the wild type virus, then prophylaxis offers high levels of protection and it would be a very successful prevention strategy.

**Strategy 3:** The third strategy that we have modeled involves combining prophylaxis with treatment of infected individuals, using the same assumptions as in strategies 1 and 2. Figure 3c shows that this combined strategy gives similar results to those obtained for strategy 1 or 2, with prolongation of the epidemic and a second epidemic wave caused by drug-resistant virus. For the same reasons as in strategy 1, treatment favors drug resistance since the infectivity of individuals shedding drug-resistant virus is assumed to be the same as that of the wild-type virus. In addition, prophylaxis and/or treatment offers some protection to individuals in contact with infecteds shedding the wild type virus but no protection at all in the case of resistant virus. This gives an advantage to emergence and faster transmission of resistant virus, which replaces the wild type virus among infecteds. Also, in this case, the total number of infecteds is slightly less than the total number of infecteds in the original epidemic and there is no beneficial effect with respect to the total epidemic. In fact there are a few more cases of infecteds in total. The fraction of the sick infecteds shedding resistant virus among the total of the sick individuals is approximately 77%.

The alternative scenario in which the infectivity of drug-resistant strains is 90% lower than the infectivity of the wild type virus, Fig. 4c, shows that the combined protective effects of prophylaxis and treatment forces the epidemic to run at very low levels giving a total number of sick infecteds that is 33.3% of the corresponding number in the original epidemic. The fraction of sick infecteds shedding resistant virus within this group is still high, i.e., 33.9% of the total ill infected persons. However, because the number of sick individuals is low, the emergence of drug resistance also remains at low levels. The whole epidemic runs at very low levels but lasts approximately as long as the original epidemic without any intervention.

Combined strategies can only be successful if the protective effect of prophylaxis and the reduction of susceptibility during treatment also apply to contacts between susceptibles and infecteds shedding resistant virus.
Summary

The model we have developed gives a description of the impact that emergence of drug-resistant influenza strains may have during antiviral therapy or prophylaxis or both. The results of the model suggest the following:

- Treatment of only infected individuals developing clinical symptoms is associated with a high risk of developing drug resistance. In fact, the model predicts a strong emergence of drug-resistant virus causing a new epidemic within the original epidemic. This conclusion is strongly linked to our basic assumptions that sick infecteds can transmit the disease very rapidly, that individuals undergoing drug therapy have a high probability of shedding resistant virus, that the infectivity of drug-resistant viral strains is the same as that of the wild type virus, and that drug efficacy for prophylaxis and treatment is only partial. This behavior favors the emergence of drug-resistant virus since the small reduction in transmission maintains a relatively high level of infecteds providing the necessary time for drug-resistant strains to emerge and transmit.

- The spread of the epidemic and the degree of drug-resistant virus that develops in the model is higher than reported in closed population outbreaks [2, 3, 5]. Our model makes predictions in closer accord with experience if we assume that there is a difference in infectivity between wild type and drug-resistant strains. Under such conditions we find a modest beneficial effect to this treatment strategy.

- Using a strategy of prophylaxis leads to lower levels of infection but also to a prolongation of the epidemic. Emergence of drug resistance is also a problem. The reason again is our assumption that prophylaxis is not completely effective in preventing disease, and the infectivity of the drug-resistant virus is the same as that of the wild type. Thus, a person once infected has a high probability of shedding resistant virus. A low-infectivity assumption for the drug-resistant strains leads to a very strong blocking of the epidemic and very low emergence of drug resistant strains making this strategy superior to the previous one and worthy of recommendation.

- Combining treatment of infecteds with clinical symptoms and prophylaxis for susceptibles has effects that are similar to the first strategy. Intensive treatment and prophylaxis cause strong emergence of drug-resistant virus if there is no difference in infectivity between drug-resistant strains and wild type virus. This corresponds to transmission of resistant virus and associated failures of drug prophylaxis observed in household settings [1] where both treatment of ill index cases, particularly young children, and post contact prophylaxis are employed. Treatment and/or prophylaxis
under the low-infectivity of drug-resistant variants assumption again shows beneficial effects.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the model populations during treatment. Susceptibles ($S$) become infected shedding wild type ($I$) or resistant virus ($Ir$). Susceptibles receiving prophylaxis, $Spr$, at rate $\theta_1$, become infected-treated shedding wild type, $Ir$, or resistant virus, $Ir,tr$. Infecteds from both groups develop clinical symptoms with rates $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, respectively. They can also receive treatment, if detected, with rate $\theta_2$. Subclinically infecteds whether shedding wild type, $Ir$, or resistant virus, $Ir,tr$, receiving treatment can still become sick and continue receiving treatment with rates $\delta_3$ and $\delta_4$, respectively. Infecteds in both groups with clinical symptoms, $Is, Ir,s$, receive treatment with rates $\theta_3$ and $\theta_4$. During treatment infecteds with clinical symptoms, $Is,tr$, develop drug resistance with a rate $\kappa_2$ and become infecteds treated shedding resistant virus, $Is,r,tr$. Drug resistance also develops from infecteds-treated with rate $\kappa_1$. All infecteds recover with rate $\delta_m$ and move to the pool of immunes (not shown).
Figure 2. Fitting of data from an influenza epidemic in a boarding school. Parameter values: $\beta_1=0.0006/\text{day}$, $\beta_2=0.006/\text{day}$, $\delta_1=0.5/\text{day}$, $\gamma_1=0.5/\text{day}$ and $\gamma_2=0.25/\text{day}$. Arrow indicates time at which prophylaxis is initiated.
Figure 3. Treatment and/or prophylaxis during an epidemic introduced after 7 days (arrow) compared with the epidemic without any intervention (thick solid line), under the assumption that drug-resistant virus shows the same infectivity as wild type virus (q=1). a) Introduction of treatment of infected individuals showing clinical symptoms. Total number of infected individuals with clinical symptoms $I_s + I_{s, tr} + I_{s, r} + I_{s, r, tr}$ (thin solid line); Number of infecteds shedding the wild type virus $I_s + I_{s, tr}$ (dotted line) and the population of those shedding resistant virus $I_{s, r} + I_{s, r, tr}$ (dashed line). b) Introduction of prophylaxis of all susceptibles instantaneously at day 7. Representation of populations as under a). c) Combined strategy of treatment and prophylaxis under the assumptions of a) and b). Representation of population as under a). Parameter values (per day) as in Fig. 2. In addition, $\gamma_4=\gamma_8=0.15$, $\gamma_5=1.00$, $\gamma_6=0.33$, $\delta_3=1/4$, $\kappa_1=0.1\kappa_2$, $\kappa_2=0.25$, $\theta_3=\theta_4=0.5$. 
Figure 4. The same treatment and/or prophylaxis strategies as in Fig. 3 assuming a 10-fold lower infectivity of drug-resistant strains.